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Your clients deserve a hearing in front of a jury that (to
the best extent possible) represents a cross section of
the community. What this means in most California
jurisdictions is that juries should be demographically
diverse. Not only are diverse juries more representative,

social science research shows that heterogeneous juries
also make better decisions. A recent study found that diverse
juries had longer deliberations, discussed more case facts,
made fewer inaccurate statements, and were more likely
to correct inaccurate statements.1 When it came to issues
of race, the diverse juries were more likely to discuss race
related topics generally, and to raise questions about racism
specifically. In addition to better quality deliberations, other
research suggests that jury verdicts are perceived as more
fair by outsiders when they are rendered by diverse versus
homogeneous juries.2
The unfortunate reality in courtrooms across the country,
however, is that the people who show up for jury duty are not
representative of the racial and ethnic diversity of the communities from which they are selected.3 Recent data collected
in Alameda County by the ACLU showed that both African
American and Latinos are underrepresented in jury pools
reporting for trials.4 The demographic disparity between the

familiar with the process either. This article will provide you
the nuts and bolts about how to raise a Batson challenge and
prepare you to educate the judge (and/or make a good record)
about why you should succeed on your motion.

THE THREE STEP PROCEDURE

The Court in Batson set out a three-stage process for determining whether or not a peremptory challenge violates the
Equal Protection Clause of the U.S. Constitution. First, the
Court must determine whether or not the party who is bringing the motion has established a prima facie case of a discriminatory peremptory challenge. Second, if the showing is
made, the burden shifts to the party who made the peremptory challenge at issue to provide non-discriminatory explanations for why they challenged the juror in question. Third,
the Court makes a determination as to whether or not the
party bringing the motion has carried their burden of proving purposeful discrimination.
There are several important cases you should be aware of
and ready to cite at each stage of the process.9 In addition, you
should be prepared to make a record about various aspects of
the venire and the jury selection process as you go along. Tips
for each stage are outlined below.

In the trial courts, rulings have been inconsistent,
making it common for defendants to file the same
motion in multiple cases but get varying results…
population and the “venire” (i.e. panel from which the jury is
drawn) typically increases further after hardship screening,
particularly in lengthy cases.5 All too often, the exercise of
peremptory challenges results in an even less representative
jury. Why? Stereotype based decisions in jury selection, e.g.,
“Such and such racial group is more pro-plaintiff,” “Women
act this way, men that way.” Every attorney has heard these
supposed truisms about jurors based on demographic categorization. But the fact is that jury selection based on demographic stereotypes is lazy--and often inaccurate--decision
making.
Jury selection based solely on a jurors’ membership in protected classes like race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation,
or religion is also illegal under both the United States and
California Constitutions as outlined in Batson v. Kentucky6
and People v. Wheeler.7 This prohibition extends to jury selection in civil cases.8 California Code of Civil Procedure 231.5
also precludes the use of discriminatory peremptory challenges, stating, “A party may not use a peremptory challenge
to remove a prospective juror on the basis of an assumption
that the prospective juror is biased merely because of his or
her race, color, religion, sex, national origin, sexual orientation, or similar grounds.”
What can you do to preserve the diversity of the jury
if you fear the other side is likely to make racial, ethnic, or
gender based peremptory challenges? You bring a Batson/
Wheeler Motion before the Court. Most civil litigators have
never brought a Batson/Wheeler motion (or had one brought
against them.) Frankly, most civil judges are not particularly

Step 1: Prima Facie Case
Preparing During Voir Dire
As soon as you see your venire, do your best to make notes
as to the racial/ethnic and gender composition of the panel,
both pre- and post-hardship screening if possible. If you are
using a jury questionnaire, include a question about race/
ethnicity and gender so you are able to have data about the
venire should Batson/Wheeler issues arise. During the selection process keep track of the number of members of the cognizable groups10 you are concerned about that are called into
the box, questioned, and dismissed, and for what reasons
they are let go. Pay close attention to the manner in which
opposing counsel questions the panel. You may need to put
this information on the record depending on what happens.
Timing of the Motion
If an impermissible strike has occurred, the first step is to
raise the Batson/Wheeler objection. In order to be considered timely, most jurisdictions require the challenge to be
made before the jury is sworn.11 Raising the challenge as soon
as it arises is much more effective in maintaining jury diversity as opposed to waiting until the end of jury selection or
even waiting until several members of the cognizable group
have been challenged and dismissed. Bringing your motion
early puts the other side on notice that you are not going to
stand for systematic removal of cognizable classes of jurors
and that you will be challenging them each time. This can
have a chilling effect on the discriminatory behavior and
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ultimately result in a more diverse
seated jury.
Single Strikes: No Pattern
Necessary
Many attorneys and even many judges
mistakenly believe that there must be
a “pattern” of discriminatory strikes
before a Batson motion can be raised.
This is untrue. The U.S. Supreme
Court has made it clear that “the Constitution forbids striking even a single
prospective juror for a discriminatory
purpose”12 and that “the exclusion of
even one juror for impermissible reasons harms that juror and undermines
public confidence in the fairness of the
system.”13 While Courts may be reluctant to find purposeful discrimination
based on one challenged juror, if there
is a situation where opposing counsel
has done little to no questioning of a
juror and is unlikely to have a legitimate reason for striking him or her, it
can be worth it to raise the challenge
anyway for the record. Even if your
initial challenge is denied, if opposing
counsel’s behavior continues, raise the
objection each and every time.
Making the Motion
Your Batson challenge can be made in
a few different ways. You can simply
stand up and say, “I object to opposing
counsel’s strike of juror X on Batson/
Wheeler grounds” as soon as they say
who they are releasing, before the
juror leaves the courtroom. You may
also stand up and say you would like
to approach and that you would like
to have the challenged juror remain,14
and then raise the objection at sidebar.
Regardless of your initial approach,
discussion between the parties and the
Court must be on the record, and most
often takes place out of the presence of
the jury.
After raising the objection, state
your grounds by first naming the cognizable group(s) that have been excluded,
and then listing the factual basis for
your belief that “the totality of the relevant facts gives rise to an inference of
discrimination.”15 Note that the burden
of proof for establishing a prima facie
case of discrimination is low. Under
Johnson v. California,16 an inference is
less than a “strong likelihood” and less
than “more likely than not.” It is “not an
14
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onerous” showing.
The Court is required to consider
“all relevant circumstances” when considering whether a prima facie case has
been proven.18 You should provide as
much information as possible to support your position, including: 1) any
pattern of discriminatory challenges
that have been made, 2) the disparate
impact that the challenge has had on
the venire, 3) differential, cursory, or
non-existent questioning of the challenged juror compared to other jurors,
4) juror responses that were neutral or
favorable to the opposing party and 5)
lack of any “demeanor” or “body language” from the juror that would suggest hostility.19
Judicial Speculation Not Permitted
Be ready to remind the judge that she
is not allowed to “speculate” as to why
opposing counsel exercised their challenge. The decision must only be made
on the evidence presented. In other
words, the Court is not allowed to say
they could think of reasons why the
challenge was made and if this happens you should be prepared to object
under Johnson.20
Ruling
The trial judge may not end up “officially” ruling on whether or not a
prima facie case has been made, she
may instead turn to opposing counsel and ask for their explanations-or opposing counsel may blurt out a
response before a ruling is entered.
The Supreme Court has held that if
the trial judge asks for the opponent’s
explanations and then rules on the
motion, then the issue of a prima facie
showing is deemed moot.21

Step 2: Burden Shifts to Opposition for Neutral Explanation

Once the Court has ruled that a prima

facie showing has been made, has
asked for an explanation, or the other
side starts offering up explanations,
Step 2 of the process begins. At Step 2
the Court does not weigh the credibility of the explanation; that comes in
Step 3.
Most of your opponents will
appear shocked and outraged that you
“accuse” them of a Batson/Wheeler
violation. This process is novel to most
civil litigators and they are not used
to ever having to explain the reason(s)
for a peremptory challenge. As a result,
attorneys who are challenged often will
not have a readily available plausible
explanation.
Explanations that Are Insufficient
If the judge does not turn to you after
hearing from opposing counsel, be
sure to ask to respond to their explanations before the Court moves to Step 3
to make a ruling. Common responses
from opposing counsel at Step 2 which
have been found by the Courts to be
inadequate and which you should challenge include the following:
1. Refusing to State/Failing to Recall
the Reason
I’ve actually heard an attorney say to a
judge at Step 2, “I don’t have to tell you
why, its work product,” to which the
judge replied, “I don’t think you understand how this works!” Refusing to
give an explanation is considered support for a determination that the challenge was discriminatory.22 You should
also argue that refusing to state/failing
to recall the reasons means that opposing counsel has not met their burden to
provide a race (gender) neutral reason
for the challenge.

Continues on page 22 »
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2. Assertions of Good Faith or Denial of Discriminatory
Motive
This sort of statement comes out of opposing counsel’s
mouth almost every time a challenge is raised, “I’m not racist
and I’m offended that you are suggesting that I am.” “Explanations” like these are inadequate to justify a strike as a matter
of law.23
3. Accusing One’s Opponent of Misusing Peremptory
Challenges
Opposing counsel may try to argue that you have been systematically striking a certain cognizable group, or even that
you have used a peremptory on a member of the group you are
accusing them of discriminating against. Your challenges “are
irrelevant to the determination” of whether or not the other
side has acted discriminatorily.24
4. Facially Racial or Inherently Discriminatory Explanations
a. Assumptions of Shared Race. Most attorneys are sophisticated enough to know they would likely lose a Batson/
Wheeler motion if their explanation is that they thought
the juror would be sympathetic to the plaintiff because of
a “shared race.” If that happens to arise as an explanation,
cite Batson 476 U.S. at 97 to show it is inadequate.
b. “Proxy” or “Surrogate” Explanations. What are much
more common are explanations that are proxies for race
(or for gender). These are basically code words for race
(gender) that do not appear inherently racial (sexist) on
their face. For example, opposing counsel may cite the
neighborhood that a juror lives in, the way that he or she
speaks, their family structure, style of dress or appearance as a reason for challenges that are truly race (gender)
based. When women are the cognizable group being
removed the other side may say they are concerned about
“caregivers” or “emotional” people. Appellate courts have
held that “neighborhood” may be considered proxy for race
25
and trial courts may be receptive to arguments that other
explanations are not legitimate reasons but are instead
surrogates for race, gender, or other protected class membership.
Step 3: Trial Court Determines if Explanations are Credible
or Pre-Textual
At this final step of the analysis the Court should consider all
of the relevant circumstances, including everything that was
raised by you in establishing a prima facie case at Step 1 26 and
the explanations given by opposing counsel at Step 2. Most
trial judges don’t clearly demark when they are moving on
to Step 3, they just make a ruling. Because Steps 2 and 3 are
often fused together, you should be prepared to raise arguments and cite cases that the Courts have applied to the Step
3 analysis when you are given the opportunity to respond to
your opponent’s explanations at Step 2. Examples of evidence
that appellate courts have considered include the pattern of
strikes, a comparative analysis of jurors who were challenged
vs. those were not, explanations that included misrepresentations about the challenged jurors, post hoc explanations, 27
22
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the reasonableness of the explanations, including whether
the explanation has some basis in trial strategy, and the
demeanor of the attorney who exercised the questionable
challenge. 28

Factors to be Considered in Evaluating Credibility
1. Explanations that are Unrelated to the Case
Under Batson, the party making the strike must provide
“a neutral explanation related to the particular case to be
tried.”29 Explanations that are “implausible or fantastic…
may (and probably will) be found to be pretext for purposeful discrimination” at Step 3.30 If the explanations the other
side gives have nothing to do with the case at hand, make no
sense, or seem like desperate attempts to justify discriminatory challenges, be sure to make note of this on the record.
2. Explanations Based on Juror Demeanor
As previously mentioned, nothing is easier to assert and
harder to refute on appeal than explanations for challenges
based on juror “demeanor,” “body language,” “tone of voice,”
and so on, and as a result, most of the time you will hear
something like this in opposing counsel’s explanations to the
Court. While the case law on demeanor based strikes is not
great, you must still challenge the legitimacy of these types of
justifications to preserve the issue for appeal.31
Make your own record refuting opposing counsel’s depiction of the challenged juror. Some arguments you can raise
to discredit demeanor based explanations include the judge
not observing the demeanor, opposing counsel misstating
the demeanor, other non-stricken jurors’ exhibiting the same
(or even more troubling) demeanor, and your belief that the
demeanor based explanation is a proxy or surrogate for race
(or gender, or other protected class). Because the appellate
courts give great discretion to the trial judge on decisions
involving demeanor based explanations you also need to ask
the judge to specifically state on the record if he or she is
crediting the explanation about demeanor and their basis for
doing so.
3. Cognizable Group Members Seated/Still in the Venire
The other side will no doubt argue that there still members
of the protected class in the venire or in the jury box whom
they have not exercised challenges on. While the Court may
consider this in determining credibility of the explanation, it
cannot be the only basis for a finding that the challenge was
not discriminatory. 32
4. False, Unsupported or Post Hoc Explanations
If opposing counsel says something that is not supported by
the record, didn’t happen, or is patently untrue this explanation should not only be dismissed by the Court, it should
also weigh against the credibility of other seemingly neutral explanations.33 Often times opposing counsel will offer
multiple reasons for the strike. If one doesn’t work, they will
throw out something else. Multiple explanations offered by
opposing counsel after either the Court has rejected or you
have challenged their initial response should be discredited.34

5. Comparative Analysis
Recently, the most important aspect of appellate review of
Batson challenges at Step 3 has been a comparative juror
analysis. Miller El II lays out the elements of comparative
analysis but basically this involves “side by side” comparisons of “similarly situated” jurors who were challenged and
those who were seated. If the stated reason for a peremptory
challenge applies “just as well” to the challenged juror and
to a seated juror that can be considered “evidence tending
to prove purposeful discrimination to be considered at Batson’s third step.” 35
You should always try to include at least a basic comparative analysis in your arguments to the Court. This requires
keeping good notes during jury selection, or having access to
daily transcripts. Sometimes you can even anticipate what
the other side might raise as their explanation based on their
questioning of a particular juror (or lack thereof ) and you
can be prepared to show that other jurors fit the same criteria
when you make the initial motion. For example, let’s say in an
injury case you think opposing counsel will raise the fact that
a Hispanic panel member had a workers comp case as the
basis for their challenge. First, consider whether or not they
asked other non-Latino jurors about this experience. Second,
determine and be prepared to list other non-challenged
jurors who share this experience. Failure to do a comparative analysis does not waive the issue on appeal, but it makes
a more persuasive case at the trial level, which is where you
really want to be winning your Batson/Wheeler motion.
Speaking of winning, what if you do? What happens if the
Court grants your motion?
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